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Communication Brief 
Project Summary: 
The primary reason for this website is to simulate creating and maintaining a large website 
while still maintaining a topic of interest to me. The website itself is based around the first two 
installments of a video game series, and contains information about the core characters and 
setting, as well as a picture gallery, for each game.  

Objectives: 
There are two main objectives for this site: 

 to give information about each game's characters, setting, and story

 to make people want to play the games

Audience: 
The target audience would be people who play video games, either casually or more regularly. 
A typical user of the site would be someone who is either curious about the game or is 
refreshing their memory of the game. In both cases, the user would want to see information 
about the core characters and storylines, the settings of the games, and pictures.  

Perception, Look, and Feel: 
When users first get onto the site portal, I want them to be able to choose which game they 
want to look at without thinking ‘Oh, this game came first so I have to look at this one first’ 
because the games are, chronologically, concurrent with each other and each features 
characters and plots completely separate. However, the second game does have the option of 
mentioning or showing characters from the first game. 

Once the user has chosen a game, I want to give them an in-depth overview of the game’s 
setting, plot, and characters. I want each section of the site to visually reflect the game in its 
color scheme so users will be clear about which game they’re viewing.  

With the chosen navigation, I want users to go from ‘Okay, here are the main players in the 
game,’ to ‘Here is where the game takes place’ to ‘Here is the game’s storyline’ with pictures 
throughout detailing highlighted scenes, and ending with a link to the other game so users 
can see what is going on somewhere else during one game’s events.  



When viewing the website and its contents, I want to try to get users to feel immersed in the 
game’s world without actually playing the game.  

Requirements and Functionality: 
On the site, users will explore the different characters and plots of the two games, as well as 
see screenshots of in-game characters, locations, and pivotal moments. As a consumer I would 
want to get a feel for the games and see if I would like to play them for myself. But as a 
provider I would want to make the games seem interesting enough for the consumer to pick 
up and play.  

Usability considerations: 

 Browser size

 Desktop versus Mobile users

Desktop users would have access to the full site, whereas mobile users would get a slimmed 
down, more text-based version for quick loading. 

Full site features: 

 Banner using random images from gallery

 More complex navigation

 Interactive location map

 Gallery link for viewing access

Mobile site features: 

 No banner

 Simple navigation

 No interactive location map

 No gallery link

 Images optimized to fit mobile screens



Information Architecture 
Navigation and Architecture: 
Each site and page will have a global navigation containing links to: 

 Home page

 Character index

 Page with important races in the game

 Locations page

 Plot index

 Gallery page (link not featured on mobile version)

 Link directing user to the other game

The character and plot index pages will each have a sub-navigation on the left side with links 
to individual pages containing more information regarding their topic.  

There will be a supplementary navigation in the footer that will mirror the main navigation in 
its links. This supplementary navigation will also feature a link back to my sketchblog. 

The naming conventions will be fairly straightforward. Each page will be labeled accurately, 
both in a navigation link and in the page title itself. The titles will also reflect what section of 
the site a user is on; for example, if browsing a character page, the title will display “(Game 
Title) – Characters – (Character Name)”. All filenames will use lowercase letters and hyphens, 
as opposed to spaces or underscores. 
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